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ABSTRACT: The Progressive Conservative energy policy initiative

of 1984-1985 represented a distinct change not only in how policy

was formulated but also in the party's vision ofCanada. The Tories

endeavoured to decentralize government, encourage cooperative

federal-provincial relations, and develop an energy policy outside

the bureaucracy through consultation with the oil industry. Patricia

Carney played a vital role first as opposition energy critic and then

as minister of Energy, Mines and Resources. She emphasized

consultation and cooperation with industry and the provinces and

accepted most of their input uncritically. These developments are

explored through an examination of the policy-making process

developed by the Conservatives in opposition, and then put into

practice after they took power in 1984.

Tuesday, 4 September 1984 ushered in a dramatic change

in Canadian politics when the Progressive Conservative

party (or pcs), headed by Brian Mulroney, won an

overwhelming majority in the federal election. The pcs

captured 211 seats out ofa possible 282 with 58 ofthose

seats located in Western Canada.1 Although the pcs did

not make energy the focus ofthe 1984 election campaign,

energy policy was certainly a priority before, during and

after the election. While in opposition from 1980 to 1984

most of the strong and consistent Conservative support

was from Western Canada, representing 52 out ofthe total

101 pc seats. Western Canadians believed that the Liberal

party's National Energy Program (nep) discriminated

against them, and the oil and gas industry viewed the nep

as an unnecessary government intrusion into their business:

both interests wanted thenep dismantled.2 After Mulroney

was elected as leader of the opposition in the spring of

1983, he appointed Patricia (Pat) Carney as opposition
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energy critic. Her task was to develop a Canadian energy

policy that would dismantle and replace the nep.

This essay will investigate how the pc party, under

Mulroney, formulated the energy policy that led to the

dismantling of the nep. In this case it is necessary to

approach the policy-making process through the

experiences and actions of Carney rather than Mulroney

or the bureaucracy in Energy, Mines and Resources (emr).

Although the Progressive Conservatives would have

dismantled the nep without her, the manner in which the

basic principles and policies were developed and the final

content of the agreements with the producing provinces

were a direct result of Carney's personal influence. The

importance ofan individual, other than the prime minister,

and his or her influence on events cannot be underestimated

or overlooked because in "energy politics, ideas are central

and personalities, egos and reputations are rampant."'

Thus, the analysis of the pc policy-making process will

focus on three elements: first, Carney and the energy policy

platform that she formulated while in opposition; second,

the extent that the pcs' opposition energy platform was

incorporated into government policy when they assumed

power, and finally, the examination of how much of the

policy was influenced by ideology and the extent ofindustry

and provincial influence.

The pc policy-making process between 1983 and 1985

represented a significant change from the Liberal party's

methods ofthe 1970s and 1980s. Where the Liberals were

confrontational towards industry and provincial

governments, the Mulroney-led Conservatives were

consultative; their election gave Ottawa anew opportunity,

a chance to bring new solutions to old problems. The

process for pc energy policy formulation reflected these

objectives. Carney, the key political player in these

developments, looked to industry rather than the

government bureaucracy for leadership. She wanted a
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policy that would stimulate economic growth, heal the rift

between the provinces and Ottawa through the recognition

ofregional interests, and benefit all Canadians.

Since the massive oil find at Leduc in 1947 Canadian

energy policy experienced several changes. In the years

between 1947 and 1971 the main priority was the

development and expansion of Canadian oil and gas:

Ottawa did not interfere to any great degree with the

operations of the oil industry or the policies of the

provincial governments.4 The economy of Alberta grew

and relations between the provincial and federal

governments were largely cordial and cooperative.

Unfortunately, in the 1970s and early 1980s, the

relationship between the federal government and the oil

industry and between Ottawa and Alberta deteriorated in

an atmosphere of crisis and conflict.

When the oil crisis hit in 1973 the Liberal government

attempted to develop an energy policy that would redirect

the control ofthe industry toward the federal government

and awayfrom the producing provinces. The confrontation

between Ottawa and Alberta escalated when the federal

government, with little consultation with either the

province or the industry, kept the domestic price ofAlberta

oil much lower than the world price. As well, it initiated

changes to the income tax system that penalized both

Alberta and the oil industry. Although lower prices for oil

were to benefit all Canadians, most ofthe consumers were

in Central Canada, thus Ottawa's actions were perceived

in the West, and particularly in Alberta, as a wayto curtail

the economic prosperity ofa region outside the traditional

centre of economic and political power.5 Eventually, an

agreement was reached between Alberta and Ottawa

regarding the sharing ofwindfall profits which generated

a briefrespite in the deterioration ofthe federal-provincial

relationship.
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The Liberals were narrowly defeated in the 1979

election and the brief Progressive Conservative

government under Joe Clark had to deal with the second

oil crisis which occurred that same year. Clark's minority

government, which had strong representation from the

West, assumed that it would be able to continue to protect

Canadian consumers as well as reach a quick accord with

Alberta on pricing and revenue sharing. However, the

federal government was unsuccessful in negotiating an

acceptable agreement with the government of Alberta

despite the fact that the minister ofemr was a Westerner.6

After only 200 days in power, the PC budget, which

contained a sizeable gasoline tax, was defeated in the House

of Commons on a non-confidence vote; an election was

called and Pierre Elliott Trudeau and the Liberals were

returned to office.7

The election ofTrudeau's majority Liberal government

in February 1980 marked a turning point in the history of

Canadian energy policy. In 1980, oil prices were at an all

time high.* In keeping with the policy put in place during

the first energy crisis, the Canadiangovernment sanctioned

subsidized imported oil for Eastern Canada so that the

region would pay the same price as the area west ofthe

Ottawa River which relied on cheaper Canadian oil.

Therefore, Alberta was forced to sell its oil domestically

at an average price of$15.75 per barrel, about 40 percent

ofthe world price.9 The federal government believed that

it needed to take some kind ofaction that would not only

protect the consumer but would also provide more revenue

for the federal government to finance its energy initiatives.

The task was left to Marc Lalonde who was appointed

minister ofemr.

Hewas at the centre ofthe Liberal energy policy-making

process and he considered the nep to be his brainchild,

however, "Lalonde's ambitious plan meshed closely with

that ofthe seventy-odd economists whom Ed Clark [the
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senior assistant deputy minister for policy in emr] had

forged into an impressive analytical team at emr."10 The

result was that on 28 October 1980 Finance Minister Allan

MacEachen delivered the budget which contained

Lalonde's National Energy Program. There had been little

or no consultation with the provinces and industry during

the formulation ofthe nep and because it was announced

in the budget, it was shrouded in secrecy." Ultimately, the

program had been formulated by a small group of

bureaucrats who were helped by Lalonde. Relations

between Alberta and Ottawa and the industry and Ottawa

were soured once again when the details ofthe nep were

announced.

The primary goal of the nep was to achieve energy

self-sufficiency in Canada by 1990. Energy security was

to be achieved by increasing Canadian ownership and

participation in the oil and gas industry, finding new sources

of Canadian oil and gas, and increasing the federal share

of oil and gas revenues. The program introduced several

new taxes, rules and regulations, such as the Petroleum

Compensation Charge (pcc) which was levied on domestic

refiners to pay for the Oil Import Compensation Program

(oicp). The oicp was a federal subsidy designed for refiners

who processed imported oil in order to reduce their costs

to the same level as refiners who processed Canadian oil."

There was also the Natural Gas and Gas Liquids Tax

(ngglt). This tax was applied to all natural gas and gas

liquids sales, or to all marketable gas in Canada. The

amount or level of taxation varied depending on factors

such as the transportation costs and was set to equal about

65 per cent ofthe average price for crude oil at the Toronto

refinery gate.13

The next new tax was the Petroleum and Gas Revenue

Tax (pgrt). The pgrt was quite a complex mechanism that

consisted of two parts: the production revenue tax and

the resource royalty tax. The former was initially set at a
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rate of eight per cent on the production revenue and the

latter of a rate of eight per cent charged to every person

who received any type ofresource royalty. The pgrt was

to be reviewed as oil prices increased and in 1982 it was

actually reduced to 14.67 per cent instead ofthe previous

16 per cent. In addition the pgrt was not income tax

deductible.14

Another tax introduced in the nep was the Canadian

Ownership Charge (coc) which was levied on "gasoline

and petroleum products and gas consumers"" for the

purpose ofpurchasing major foreign-owned oil companies

by publicly-owned Canadian companies. This would in turn

increase Canadian ownership and control levels in the oil

industry in Canada. Funds from the coc went directly into

the Canadian Ownership Account (coa), and were to be

used specifically to increase Canadian public ownership

ofthe Canadian oil and gas industry." However, by 1984

the federal government broadened the uses ofthe account

to assist in financing some ofthe other incentive programs

introduced in the nep.

The nep also dramatically increased the role of the

federal government in the exploration and development

ofoil and gas in Canada. Through the Petroleum Incentive

Plan (pip) grants, it redirected exploration and development

to the Canada Lands, or land which was owned and

controlled by the federal government.17 The pip grant

system was developed to replace the previous system of

depletion allowance and established direct incentive

payments for exploration and development in Canada by

Canadian taxable and non-taxable firms as well as

individuals. The process of applying for pip grants was

extremely time consuming as it involved a great deal of

paperwork. Moreover, the amount ofmoney a company

could receive was directly related to the exent ofCanadian

ownership and control in the company. In addition, the

grant amount was significantly greater for exploration and
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development expenses sustained on Canada Lands than

those incurred on land under provincial control.

The federal government created the Canada Oil and

Gas Lands Administration (cogla) in order to administer

the Canada Oil and Gas Act (Bill C-48). The Act included

objectives to ensure that Canadian taxpayers would receive

a fair return on frontier oil and gas exploration and

development; to encourage exploration and development

on Canada Lands; and to promote the use of Canadian

goods and services, as well as employment for Canadians,

in frontier oil and gas activities. This legislation also

provided for a 25 per cent retroactive and non

compensatory Crown share, or "back-in," in every

development project on Canada Lands that was to be held

by Petro-Canada or some other Crown corporation.18

The Western provinces, particularly Alberta, and the

oil industry were angered by the nep and federal-provincial

relations reached their lowest point. The Alberta

government responded vigorously to the nep. In three

stages, it reduced oil production and shipments to Eastern

Canada by 60,000 barrels per day. The province launched

a court challenge to the nep on the grounds that federal

taxation on exports of provincially-owned resources was

a violation of the constitution. In addition, the Alberta

government withheld approval ofnew oil sands and heavy

oil projects.19 The oil industry also reacted negatively by

moving drilling rigs across the border into the United States

in front oftelevision cameras andjournalists. Furthermore,

in an attempt to influence the Liberal government to change

the nep, many multinational companies slashed their

exploration budgets for 1981.» The final result of the

several retaliatory actions by Alberta and the oil industry

was the 1981 Energy Accord, or Canada-Alberta Energy

Agreement." The federal-provincial crisis was averted, but

the oil-producing provinces and industry still wanted the

nep dismantled. By 1983 there was a recession in both
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Canada and the United States and the price of oil was in

decline.

On 9 June 1983 Mulroney defeated Clark for the

leadership of the Progressive Conservative party. As the

new leader, Mulroney immediately began to reorganize

the roles and responsibilities of the Conservative mps.22

One ofhis first actions was to create a shadow cabinet, a

group ofopposition members appointed bythe leaderwho

mirrored the actual federal cabinet. In September 1983

Carney, a Vancouver mp, was moved from the position of

finance critic to that ofenergy critic.11 Her appointment to

that position ofenergy critic raised some eyebrows since

she was chosen over the long-time Clark supporterHarvie

Andre. Andre's constituency was in Calgary and he had

considerable contacts with the oil industry, but his close

ties to Clark probably did not help his situation.24 Carney,

on the other hand, had been co-chair at both the pc party

convention and the leadership convention and therefore

was in a position where she could claim neutrality because

she had not supported a particular candidate; "in short,

she made a lot of friends, but more importantly, no

enemies."15

Her personality, business background and personal

philosophy were central to the role she played first as critic

and then as minister in shaping Conservative energy policy.

Carney had been a business columnist for the Vancouver

Sun, and a freelance business writer for several other

newspapers in the 1960s. While working as a journalist

she put herself through university, earning an economics

degree. She also travelled to the Arctic and wrote several

articles on oil and gas exploration and development in the

Northern regions of Canada.16 Her articles reflected her

own philosophy ofthe oil and gas industry: that the industry

"brought newjobs, new growth" and could help to diversify

the economy ofthe region."
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In the early 1970s Carney returned to the Northwest

Territories and lived in Yellowknife for a period of time.

A major issue in the North throughout the 1970s was the

effect that pipeline development would have on the

Northern environment and its communities.*1 The federal

government appointed a royal commission in 1974, headed

by Justice Thomas Berger ofBritish Columbia, to assess

the impact ofpipeline construction through the Mackenzie

Valley. Anticipating a development boom, Carney and her

twin brother Jim formed a consulting firm, Gemini North,

to conduct socio-economic studies for the territorial

governments and the oil and gas industry. Her company,

composed of social anthropologists, engineers, and

economists, reported in a somewhat controversial

publication that pipeline development could only serve to

diversify and stabilize the Northern communities.29During

this time she also completed a master's degree in regional

planning and held memberships in a variety ofprofessional

organizations." In 1979, while she was still working in

the Northern part of Canada, Carney was asked by Joe

Clark to run forthe pcs. She ran against a former Vancouver

mayor in the riding of Vancouver Centre in the 1979

election and lost by 95 votes in a recount, but ran again in

1980 and won by over 1,500 votes.31 She held various

positions while in opposition but it was not until she was

given the position of energy critic in 1983 that her skills

and business experience were put to efficient use. She was

not only familiar with the industry and how it worked, she

also believed—in line with Conservative ideology—that

the oil industry would have a greater and more positive

impact on the economy if there was less government

intervention.32

In the fall of 1983 the opposition Priorities and Planning

Committee entitled distributed "Steps in the Policy

Process" to members of the shadow cabinet. This

document provided a provided a time frame for each critic
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to prepare assessments ofeach portfolio.33 The assessments

were then to be used to form a pc policy platform for the

1984 election. Carney's first task, then, as energy critic,

was to meet with industry and provincial representatives

to assess what they did or did not like about the nep. She

also met with emr officials who provided her with a briefing

book outlining the department's operations. It is important

to note that the pcs in opposition, under Mulroney, were

very well organized. They did not want a repeat of the

situation in 1979 when they had been poorly prepared to

assume office and were unable to keep several of Clark's

election promises.14

The pc policy making procedure was a staged process.

In a 10 November 1983 memorandum, Carney put forward

several broad statements ofwhat pc energy policy should

be; she did not provide the clarity and detail found in later

documents.35 A few weeks later, a discussion paper dated

December 1983 provided more detailed policy ideas very

similar to statements that would be made by the

Conservatives during the 1984 election campaign.34 Some

of the core concepts contained in the discussion paper

were: less government interference, fair treatment for

producers and consumers, and recognition ofthe oil and

gas industry as an "engine of growth" for the Canadian

economy.37 Where had these ideas come from?

Between September and December of1983 Carney had

anumberofmeetings with various industry representatives,

special interest groups, and many ofthe provincial energy

ministers. There is evidence, in the transcripts from these

meetings, that herpolicy was influenced by the people with

whom she consulted.38 Nevertheless, she had a clear idea

herself of what a pc energy policy should contain. The

ideas of less government intervention and fairness to

producers and consumers were a very clear reflection of

Carney's and the party's ideology at that time.3' The idea

ofenergy as an "engine ofgrowth" was not a new one for
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Carney. It was also a notion widely expressed by business

and political leaders in the West throughout the 1960s and

1970s. As mentioned earlier, she subscribed to this

particular concept when she was a journalist for the

Vancouver Sun in the 1960s.

At a private dinner meeting in Calgary with select

industry representatives, Carney outlined the political

dimensions of an emerging Conservative energy policy,

and told those present "ignore [the] political implications;

just feed us policies, politics is ourjob."40 In keeping with

the strategy to design a comprehensive PC energy policy

that would combine both political statements and specific

policies, she decided to appoint six industry task forces,

or study groups, to look at five aspects of the nep.41 The

five aspects were: Price/Taxation/Revenue Sharing, pip

grants, cogla operations, Oil Sands and Heavy Oil

Development, and Natural Gas Policy.

On 18 January 1984, Carney sent letters out to the

prospective study group members.41 Each task force was

composed offive to seven members from various oil and

gas companies. Many ofthe industry representatives with

whom she had consulted in the fall of 1983 comprised the

study group membership. It is notable that the chairmen

ofeach group had been in contact with her, in an advisory

or consultative capacity, before they were recruited to be

in the study groups.41 Therefore, it is not surprising that

many of the general objectives that developed between

November 1983 and January 1984 were found in various

forms in each study group's recommendations. The groups

were given terms of reference, or questions that Carney

wanted answered, and were then told to submit a report

to her by 15 March 1984. There were between seven and

ten questions in the terms ofreference; they were specific

to the particular program or policy that the study group

was being asked to examine.44 For example, the "Price/

Taxation/Revenue Sharing" study groups were asked,
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among other things, to suggest changes to the pricing

system for oil and natural gas, recommend when the

changes should be made, assess what affect the pricing

changes would have on consumers, and discuss how the

recommendations would impact on the revenue shares of

the federal and provincial governments.41 Needless to say,

each study group provided detailed reports.

On 24 and 25 March 1984 each study group met with

Carney and various other Conservative mps and advisors

who were putting together an overall PC economic policy.

The meetings were designed to discuss each group's

recommendations and provide an opportunity for the

party's policy makers to clarify issues and ask more

questions.44 Although Carney stated in a private meeting

with the shadow Priorities and Planning Committee, in

January 1984, that "[the task forces'] recommendations

will be for government policy not the election,"47 many of

the study group's recommendations did in fact permeate

the pc election platform that was revealed in Prince Albert,

Saskatchewan in July of 1984. Seven ofthe twelve specific

policies outlined in the Prince Albert statement were

recommendations of the study groups.49 The remaining

policies were either political statements, or were beyond

the scope ofthe study groups' terms ofreference.

Carney developed and pursued some policies herself,

without going through a study group. One was the

development ofthe Atlantic offshore resources. A month

before thePrince Albert statement, while the Conservatives

were still in opposition, they announced an agreement in

principle with Newfoundland regarding the ownership and

development ofoffshore resources.49 This was an unusual

and significant accomplishment. Throughout the 1970s and

early 1980s Newfoundland and Ottawa had been fighting

a bitter war over the jurisdiction of offshore resources.

Newfoundland claimed that the resources ofthe continental

shelf belonged to the province, and that the principle of
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ownership should be enshrined in the constitution as it is

for land-based provinces. After several years of failed

attempts to reach an agreement, Newfoundland took the

case to the Supreme Court which ruled in favour of the

federal government.* Carney remembers solving the issue

by going to Newfoundland and offering: "Why don't we

just leave the issue ofjurisdiction. Why don't wejust treat

it 'as if you owned [the resource]." The Newfoundland

minister ofenergy, William Marshall replied, dumbfounded,

"You mean, like Alberta?" Carney said, "Yeah, like Alberta.

Why don't we run the Offshore 'as if you owned it like

Alberta."11 Therefore, on the basis of this rationale, the

Conservatives formulated the agreement using all the

principles relevant to land-based oil and gas resources and

applied them to the offshore. Both sides were satisfied,

not only with the content ofthe agreement, but also with

the fact that they had achieved something in ten months

that the Liberals had been unable to accomplish in ten years.

The agreement was a significant accomplishment for

the Conservatives and for Carney. Immediately following

its signing, she received congratulatory letters from

Marshall, Newfoundland pc mp John Crosbie, and

Mulroney. The following excerpt from Crosbie's letter

provides an insight into Carney's role in the negotiating

and policy-making process: "You certainly kept the

negotiations moving along and kept all interested parties

involved so that the outcome is one widely supported, not

only in Newfoundland but across the country."51

Mulroney's comments were more brief but in the same

tone. He congratulated her on the accomplishment ofthe

agreement and said that its success "was also a tribute to

your talents for conciliation, tough negotiation, and straight

talk."n The achievement of reaching an agreement with

Newfoundland while the pcs were still in opposition can

be attributed in large part to Carney. Herown fundamental

beliefthat "the resources belonged to the provinces.. ."*
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was at the centre of her approach toward energy policy.

Critics shrugged off the Conservative initiatives, stating

that it is much easier to talk and make policy when in

opposition than implementing it when in power."

Whenthe pcs were elected in the fall of 1984 Mulroney,

not surprisingly, appointed Carney as the first female

minister ofemr. Eventhough she had gone to great lengths

to develop a Conservative energy policy while in

opposition, there was another reason behind her

appointment to the energy portfolio. As an mp for

Vancouver she was from the West, but not from Alberta—

the Eastern provinces would have seen an Alberta mp as

being biassed towards Alberta's energy concerns.

Therefore, Carney satisfied, to a degree, the Western and

Eastern interests. Within her first week of holding the

portfolio she met with the energy ministers of Alberta,

Saskatchewan, and British Columbia.96 This was a change

from the previous Liberal governments. There arose a spirit

ofcooperation and a hope that a lasting energy agreement

could be negotiated between the federal government and

the producing provinces.

However, before the process could begin, Carney

wanted to put her stamp on emr. Her first move was

controversial—she hired Harry Near as her chiefof staff.

In 1979 Near had been the executive assistant for Ray

Hnatyshyn, pc energy minister in Clark's government; after

the pcs lost the 1980 election Near established a

consultancy firm, Public Affairs International." Criticism

erupted when Carney confirmed that Near would be paid

$50,000 for a five-month contract." She justified her

decision with the argument that Near "was invaluable

because of his awareness of all the pitfalls facing a new

administration."w Carney had been in contact with Near

during her time as opposition energy critic and she knew

about his grasp ofthe industry's expectations and that he

had experience in government administration. The new
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government needed as many knowledgeable personnel as

possible to assist in its operations and it was imperative

that that personnel support the ideological objectives

behind pc policies.

Ignoring the prime minister's objections, Carney also

decided to retain Paul Tellier as deputy." Mulroney was

suspicious of Tellier, as were Alberta's officials, because

Tellier was linked to the Liberals and the nep. Carney

argued that Tellier was essential because of this

background. Ifthe Conservatives were going to dismantle

the nep, it would be advantageous to have someone who

knew what it was all about and who could assist in taking

it apart. Her argument was persuasive and Tellier remained

deputy minister.

The officials within emr were thus initially caught off-

guard by Carney. Normally, when there is a change in

government, it is the responsibility of the bureaucrats to

briefthe new minister about what the department has been

doing. The senior officials in emr provided the minister

with a transition book outlining "what they thought the

issues were and how they [the issues] should be

approached."*' Carney rejected the advice of her senior

bureaucrats then briefed them on the issues and explained

the direction that policy would follow under the pc

government. The emr officials were stupefied and

dismayed. They had known about the Conservative

position before and during the election, but they did not

anticipate that Carney would have a firm energy policy

developed upon assuming office. Ifthe policy had already

been developed without the participation of department

officials, how would they be able to negotiate and

implement the policies effectively? The differences between

Carney and the senior emr officials would cause some

tension and difficulty in the operation and functioning of

the department and will be discussed in the context ofthe
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negotiations that took place between the federal

government and Alberta.

Most of the policy platform of the pcs in opposition

became government policy once they assumed power. On

13 December 1984, Carney presented a document to the

cabinet Priorities and Planning committee entitled "Energy

Discussions: An Overview."" There were two sections of

particular importance: a section entitled "EnergyPlatform"

and another called "Fundamental Changes to Energy

Policy." The "Energy Platform" section contained five

goals which were identical to the five goals set out in the

introduction ofthe Prince Albert statement. The five goals

were: energy as an engine ofgrowth andjob creation, self

sufficiency and energy security, enhanced Canadian

participation, fair treatment for consumers and producers,

and cooperation between federal and provincial

governments and industry. In addition, five of the six

Fundamental Changes to Energy Policy were contained

in the Prince Albert statement.*3

Since the study groups1 recommendations comprised

most of the Prince Albert statement's policies, and those

policies were then reflected in the "Fundamental Changes

to Energy Policy," the recommendations became a

significant part of the Conservative energy policy when

they took power. The first agreement, signed in February

1985, was the Atlantic Accord. Its basic principles were

the same as those outlined in the early June 1984 agreement

in principle."

Negotiations with the Western provinces were a little

more difficult and deadlines for an agreement had to be

extended twice. Once the pcs took power and opened the

finance books, they found the deficit was in worse shape

than they had anticipated and Michael Wilson, the new

minister offinance, put considerable pressure on Carney

to keep some of the taxes that were found in the nep."

However, she was bound by the promises made in the
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Prince Albert statement, that the pcs would essentially

remove or revise all forms oftaxation in the nep.

Another important reason for the Carney's difficulties

in negotiating with Alberta was the existence of an

unflattering memorandum based upon a leaked federal

document that was circulated among Alberta officials. In

this memorandum, dated 26 October 1984, a provincial

bureaucrat summarized "observations received from a

senior federal bureaucrat concerning the status offederal/

provincial negotiations."" It depicted Carney as an

overwrought and uninformed minister. She was described

as having no credible staff, and of being disorganized,

mercurial, and lacking personal credibility "especially when

she is under any amount of pressure."*7 The document

also stated that "Federal Finance will have major input

into energy policy during the first term of the Mulroney

government."" It seems apparent that this back room

manoeuvre was intended to undermine the pc policies by

attempting to sabotage the negotiations and to shift the

confidence ofthe Alberta officials away from Carney and

emr to Michael Wilson and the Finance Department. If

Alberta officials believed that emr was disorganized under

Carney, and that the real control over energy policy was in

the hands ofthe Finance Department, they would be more

likely to workwith the finance officials. Manyofthe finance

officials were the ones who had created the nep. Thus, by

shifting the focus away from the emr officials to the finance

officials there would be more opportunity for the

bureaucracy to maintain aspects of the nep that they

expected would be discarded by Carney. It is ironic that

provincial officials apparently believed the negative

comments conveyed by the same federal bureaucrats who

were so hated by the province. The comments adversely

affected future discussions. Before 26 October 1984

Alberta officials had been rather indifferent towards Carney

and emr; after the memo was circulated to the provincial
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officials, the tone of the internal provincial memoranda

became decidedly more disparaging towards Carney and

EMR.

An excellent example ofthe changed attitude is in a 30

November 1984 memorandum from G.B. Mellon, the

Alberta deputy minster of energy, in which he made

observations and comments based upon industry and

government sources. His remarks were sharp: "Federal

emr is in a state of suspended animation, with little or no

meaningful communication between Ms. Carney and her

senior officials." The memorandum went on to represent

the officials in the federal Finance Department as "being

in full control of [the department's] mandate [and] . . .

very clearly have the final say (at the bureaucratic level)

on fiscal matters." The document did not mince words in

its final assessment: "[Carney] appears to be inadequately

or poorly briefed, with no obvious game plan or strategy

to follow up on the government's pre-election

commitments. Mr. Wilson, in contrast, is well briefed by

his officials and, moreover, seems to have the authority to

hold back or veto any decisions or proposals put forward

by emr."w However, the bottom line is that despite the

severely critical remarks made about Carney and how she

administered emr, the claims that there was no strategy

and no game plan in emr are patently false,70 particularly

since there is considerable evidence that the comprehensive

study undertaken by Carney as opposition energy critic

was translated into the government's energy policy.

Indeed, almost all of the provisions in the Western

Accord, eventually signed on 28 March 1985, are found,

in some form, in the study group recommendations.71

Certainly, there were changes made in the negotiated

agreements concerning the details ofhow oil and gas prices

were to be deregulated, how taxes were to be phased out,

and to what extent revenues were to be shared. But the

basic premises from whichthe details were negotiated came
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mostly from the study group recommendations. The

Western Accord phased out the pgrt that was used to pay

for pip grants and removed all other nep taxes in the oil

and gas fields. Incentives would no longer be in the form

ofgrants, but would be tax-based. The federal government

agreed to tax profits only and not revenue, and not to

impose export levies on oil and gas. It also stipulated that

it would monitor the oil industry to ensure that it would

reinvest the money that the government was not taking in

taxes. All Canadian oil would be purchased at world prices,

whichwere dropping significantly anyway, and finally, there

would be aforce majeure clause in case of an emergency

to protect Canadian interests from sudden fluctuations in

oil prices.75

Not all of the study group recommendations were

included in the final policy. For example, the Independent

Petroleum Association of Canada (ipac) study group

suggested that the two-tiered pricing level be maintained

and proposed a simplified royalty and taxation system that

included a resource levy and resource tax as a means for

the federal government to reap revenues from a non-

income tax stream. Capital expenditure grants were also

rejected because Carney wanted to rely solely upon tax-

based incentives that would be non-discriminatory. There

would be no special subsidies to Canadian companies.73

Nevertheless, Alberta and the industry were relatively

satisfied. Premier Peter Lougheed ofAlberta told a media

gathering after the announcement ofthe Western Accord

that he was pleased with the agreement and the manner in

which negotiations were conducted by the Mulroney

government.74

On 30 October 1985 a statement on frontier energy

policy was released. Every point could be found in the

Prince Albert statement and the study groups'

recommendations. Briefly, the federal government would

not discriminate against foreign investment in the Canadian
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oil and gas industry. The contentious 25 per cent "back-

in" the contentious provision that gave the Crown an

automatic interest in every development, past or future,

on CanadaLands, was abolished but a minimum of50 per

cent Canadian ownership of producing wells on Canada

Lands was maintained, pip grants were phased out but an

exploration tax credit took pip's place in orderto encourage

exploration on the frontier lands.11

Policies that were recommended by the study groups

were: elimination ofthe Crown share; non-retroactive and

non-confiscatory 50 per cent Canadian Ownership

Requirement—private sector solutions for ownership;

rights issuance based on single, quantifiable criterion;

repealing or limiting of extraordinary powers of cogla;

profit sensitive royalties; 25 per cent investment royalty

credit; and 25 per cent refundable (at 40 per cent),

exploration tax credit above $5 million per exploration

well. Not included in the policy from the recommendations

were: Canada Benefits, a 50 percent Canadian Ownership

Requirement for exploration permits as well as for

production licenses, and an earned depletion allowance to

encourage exploration on Canada Lands in lieu of pip

grants.7*

The Agreement on Natural Gas Markets and Prices,

signed on 31 October 1985 took a little longerto negotiate,

but it represented a major accomplishment in federal-

provincial relations. The previous federal government had

not been able to come to a satisfactory agreement with

Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatchewan regarding

natural gas markets and pricing. Once again, many ofthe

provisions within the agreement could be found in various

forms within the study groups' recommendations and the

Prince Albert statement. The agreement created a more

"flexible and market-oriented pricing regime ... for the

domestic pricing ofnatural gas," provided for buyers and

sellers to negotiate freely the interprovincial trade ofnatural
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gas, provided for the review ofthe National Energy Board's

policy of a 25 year surplus of natural gas before it could

be exported, and stipulated that exported natural gas would

not be sold at a cheaper rate than the price Canadians paid.77

Once again the producing provinces as well as the

industry were satisfied with the agreement with Ottawa.

Alberta Energy Minister John Zaozimy was quoted as

saying that the Natural Gas Agreement was "one that we

in Alberta can feel very comfortable with."78 As for the

consuming provinces, Ontario Energy Minister Vince

Kerrio and Deputy Minister Duncan Allen, "reacted

favourably after an initial reading of the new federal

policy"" However, the next day Ontario Premier David

Petersen stated, "I'm not satisfied—there are

improvements I believe we could have had."so Bruce

Wilson of the Consumer Association of Canada also

expressed dissatisfaction because he had been expecting

more significant price reductions of natural gas than

appeared to be forthcoming from the agreement.*1

Ontario's reaction should not be surprising. Since the

government was headed by the provincial Liberal party,

unless there was a noticeable drop in natural gas prices

for Ontario consumers, it would be politically dangerous

for the Ontario Liberal government to be completely

supportive ofthe federal pc government's initiative.

Although the Ontario government complained that it

had been left out of the negotiations, it is important to

note that both Alberta and Ottawa had been meeting and

corresponding with Ontario and Quebec throughout the

negotiations." In an Alberta memorandum dated 5

December 1984, regarding a meeting between Alberta and

Ontario energy officials, it was Alberta's understanding

that Ontario would accept crude oil deregulation ifit could

be assured that natural gas would not be sold to Americans

at a cheaper rate than that paid by Canadians." The main

concern for Ontario was that its industry remain
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competitive with the American competition; the provisions

in theNatural Gas Agreement certainly allowed for market

forces to prevail while meeting Ontario's concerns.

Within one year ofbecoming minister of emr, Carney

had successfully dismantled the nep and reached amicable

agreements with all ofthe producing provinces. However,

New Democratic Party energy critic Ian Waddell called

Carney's policies "disastrous" and said that "Carney bought

the myth of the oil industry."84 From a socialist point of

view, the policies would seem to be deleterious since they

sought to reduce the government's role in the oil and gas

industry. Forthose who believed that market forces should

prevail and there should be as little government intervention

as possible, the policies were reasonable. Carney, who had

faith in market forces and her own abilities, defended her

energy policy: "They were carefully designed policies. I

did my homework. I knew what I was going to do. I went

out and talked to everybody. I had task forces. I figured it

out in my own mind and I'd got through caucus what we

were going to do."M There is little doubt that her success

would not have been possible without the work that was

accomplished while she was opposition energy critic,

particularly since after the 1984 election there were a great

many more pcs from the consuming provinces. It would

have been more difficult to develop policies so favourable

to the producing provinces in an environment where

Western Canadians comprised less than 25 per cent of

elected pcs, whereas in opposition they had constituted

over half ofthe pc seats. In addition, Carney would have

had to rely more on the bureaucracy for advice, something

which she did not have to do in opposition.

But what exactly influenced the policy that emerged?

It is difficult to ascertainjust how much ofdie Conservative

energy policy was ideological or how much was influenced

by the industry. The ideas that Carney had regarding the

nature and purpose ofthe oil and gas industry were very
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similar to the way the industry perceived itself. Yet, in

direct opposition to the Liberal party idea of a strong

central government, she advocated a different federal-

provincial relationship that gave the provinces more

autonomy. Carney believed:

fundamentally, that the resources belonged to the

provinces... that's a different view than the nep concept

that you [sic] shared. Ontario didn't share gold... the

resources belonged to Alberta and B.C. and

Saskatchewan, therefore that was the founding

principle. . . . [T]o me the provinces owned the

resources. Therefore the object was to get the Feds

out.84

The hated symbol of Liberal economic control and

centralization was the nep and if the Conservative vision

ofthe new Canada was to be put in place the nep had to be

eliminated. The Conservative party itself, subscribed to

the ideology that market forces should be left to guide the

economy, therefore less government would allow business

to operate efficiently and profitably. That being said, Carney

stated that she looked to the industry for advice and

recommendations because they knew what their problems

were." However, once she became the minister of emr,

she also had to represent the consumers of Ontario and

Quebec when negotiating the agreements. Nevertheless,

it is sometimes quite difficult to distinguish whether the

policy was a direct result ofideology or industry influence."

Where does one draw the line? In this case, it is even more

difficult because Carney, the pcs, and the industry shared a
similar ideology.

The pcs, under Mulroney, formulated the energy policy

that dismantled the nep while they were in opposition.

Carney, who coordinated the energy policy-making effort,

had several meetings with the provinces and various
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members ofthe study groups during her tenure as energy

critic between September 1983 and July 1984. From these

meetings and the study group reports, she and her staff

sifted through the information, developed the pc energy

policy in opposition, and directed that policy through

caucus. Regarding her role in the energy policy formulation

Carney stated, "I did all the work as an mp and critic. All

the preliminary [work], all the policy formulation was done

before we were in government We had developed our

task forces, we did develop our platform, we did develop

everything [in opposition] and we hit the ground running."0

The substance ofthe policy was based both on ideological

considerations and industry and provincial influence. In

fact, the two were indistinguishable. Once they attained

power in 1984, the Conservatives could put their policies

into practice. They did that with the Atlantic Accord, the

Western Accord, the Agreement on Natural Gas Markets

and Prices, and the frontier energy policy. The process

represented a significant shift not just in policy-making

but in how the country as a whole was to function. It also

demonstrated the importance of Carney as the person

responsible for directing and devising the program that

dismantled the nep. In doing so she achieved her own

personal goals—improved government-industry relations

and more cooperative federal-provincial relations.

Although Carney's approach to creating the pc energy

policy was not necessarily unique in the context of Tory

policy-making in general, she was one ofthe few cabinet

ministers who actually translated the opposition platform

into government policy when the party assumed power.

Mulroney's pcs were very well organized; each critic had

been given a specific outline of how they should gather

information and when the policies were to be presented to

the caucus for approval. The approved policy was then to

be implemented to the greatest possible extent when the

pcs took control of the government. The most notable
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failure in this process was Michael Wilson who, as minister

of finance, was unable to translate his deficit reduction

program into action. Moreover, when his 1985 budget

increased the federal sales tax and provided more corporate

tax breaks and tried to de-index Old Age Security and

Family Allowance payments, Mulroney backed off. Social

programs were, in his words a "sacred trust."'0 Carney

succeeded where other ministers failed because she was

determined to push her policies through and was

uncompromising with the bureaucracy, the provinces, and

the pc caucus once she became minister of emr. She also

believed fundamentally in almost all of the industry

recommendations and therefore it was much easier for her

to be firm on those matters. The final contents of the

agreements, inasmuch as they reflected the policies created

in opposition, were a direct result ofCarney's intimidating,

inflexible, and tough attitude.

The process of policy development revealed both

strengths and weaknesses. By developing the essential

tenets of the policy while in opposition, Carney avoided

relying too heavily upon the bureaucracy for ideas. The

process also emphasized the conciliatory role that the pcs

desired when dealing with the provinces and industry in

their quest for Canadian unity and economic growth.

However, the potential problem with this approach in the

energy sector was that only industry and the producing

provinces would provide input, while the consumer and

national interests would become secondary. Carney

attempted to address the problem during the negotiations

once she became minister, but it would appear from the

agreements that the industry view prevailed. Nevertheless,

she argued that less government intervention in the affairs

ofthe oil and gas industry would mean a stronger economy

for Canada and createjobs across the country; therefore,

her policy would succeed for all interested parties.
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There is the possibility that Carney might have failed in

her role ifoil prices had increased dramatically rather than

decline as they did. There would have been a significant

amount of pressure from the consuming provinces to

maintain strong controls over oil and gas prices and the

exploration and development of Canadian oil and gas.

However, Carney was committed to the deregulation of

oil and gas pricing and other aspects ofthe industry. It is

unlikely that she would have advocated permanent

government intervention but rather would have

implemented some type oftemporary measure that would

satisfy both producers and consumers, as was outlined in

theforce majeure clause ofthe Western Accord. Healing

the rifts between the Western provinces and the federal

government and between the oil and gas industry and

Ottawa, was a high priority for both Carney and the

Mulroney government, therefore, some compromises

would have been necessary in order to mollify all the

parties. The collapse of world oil prices in 1986 only

temporarily tempered the success of Carney's energy

policy; the ultimate test was in the long-term ability ofthe

government's policy to adapt to fluctuating economic

conditions. In the end, it has survived.'1

NOTES

' It was with great difficulty that I managed to gain access to the

federal documents necessary to research this paper. A special thank

you goes out to Senator Patricia Carney and her executive assistant

Janice Whitters who both provided assistance in my research. More

difficulty ensued when I tried to gain access to provincial

government information but I was eventually allowed to view small

amounts ofthese documents. The Alberta Freedom ofInformation

and Protection of Privacy Act normally requires substantial fees to

be paid in order to view documents. Without the assistance ofIrene

Jendzjowsky, an archivist at the Provincial Archives of Alberta, I

would not have been able to view any of the information.

lThe Globe andMail, 5 September 1984.
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